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Hvem bruger byen / den 
funktionelle byregion?

AFFALD OG BYER
www.urban-waste.eu

ENERGI OG BYER
www.pleecproject.eu

STATIONSBYER
tiny.cc/stationsbyer

LAND OG BY
www.plurel.org

BLOG
landblend.wordpress.com

plandk.wordpress.com

FORSKERGRUPPE
ign.ku.dk/english/research/landscape-
architecture-planning/spatial-change-

planning
www.byforskning.dk
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Grænser af en by
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• Administrative (fx politiske grænser)
• Morfologisk (fx fysisk struktur)
• Funktionel (fx pendlingsregioner)
Kilde: EEA 2009, Ensuring quality of life in Europe’s cities and towns, s. 11
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Activity-based functional urban regions
Identity-based functional urban regions

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Activity-based functional urban regionsFunctional urban areas are typically defined by residence-work place relations usually complying with the commuter shed of the urban centre. Commuters are however not just commuters. Also, they do shopping, recreation and other regular activities which have a relation to particular places in the region. Furthermore, only a part of the population is actually in work and commuting, while others’ travel patterns are defined by activities as taking an education, shopping, going on holiday, visiting friends and family etc. These travel patterns are seldom taken into account when looking at the extent of functional urban areas.Identity-based functional urban regionsDespite the general spatial extent of different activities which constitute our functional urban regions, these activities are also very diverse within different groups of the population. Perspectives and the behaviour of e.g. the young, the elderly, families, migrants or expats can be very different within an urban region, constituting different urban region identities, the topic of the second workshopMany studies have mapped functional relations, however, often focusing on work-residence relations only (Zasada et al., 2013). Other spatial relations and activities as e.g. for culture or leisure activities, education, health, social relations, goods, resources etc. or also patterns differentiated by different social groups were only explored by few studies, or not at the city-regional scale. These studies (Deville et al., 2014; Fertner, 2013; Jarv et al., 2015; Nielsen, 2011; Peters-Anders et al., 2014) show, however, that there can be considerable differences in the ‘regional space’ of different activities or social groups and identities.



... ingen forskningsprojekt – men et par kort 
over diversiteten af byerne i Danmark som 
input til diskussion
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Aarhus by (2017)
Indbyggere 269.022

11 % stigning siden 2010



Aarhus
Indbyggere 269.022

7-11 årige 11.873 (4,4 %)
1 % stigning siden 2010



Aarhus
Indbyggere 269.022
70+ 25.581 (9,5 %)

20 % stigning siden 2010









Østjylland
til 394 / fra 370 



Østjylland
til 6336 / fra 3617 



Østjylland
til 23642 / fra 21500 



% studenter 
til KU





Aarhus
Indbyggere 269.022

FB ‘indbyggere’ 270.000 FB-bruger 
for nyligt i Aarhus 190.000 



Aarhus kommune
335684 indbyggere

+ 6178 turister hver dag



>







Aarhus
8.450 kr / år



Aarhus
2.925 kr / år
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